
 

Reigate Beekeepers’ Association  
Apiary Procedures and Management 

 

Visitors New members and non-beekeepers 
Please ask to be introduced to our Duty Officer. He or she will allocate you to 
an experienced beekeeper and equip you with appropriate protective 
clothing.  Please advise the Duty Officer if we should be aware of any 
relevant medical condition; particularly if you may be susceptible to a serious 
allergic reaction to a sting (anaphylactic shock) and if you carry an EpiPen. 

Parking 
 Please park as directed.  Use as little space as possible, keep access free                                                              
for emergency vehicles and avoid boggy areas.  Don’t get stuck!  

Members General procedures on arrival 
On arrival, please sign the attendance register.  Please get your personal 
protective equipment (PPE) ready, light a smoker as required (see below), 
collect a hive tool and equipment as necessary, prepare a bucket of washing 
soda to clean hive tools and find a covered container for waste comb.  
There will be a brief discussion covering news and current events at 6.30pm. If 
you are uncertain which hive/group to join for the evening, please ask the Duty 
Officer. Appropriate protective clothing must be worn at all times in the hive 
area.  
After the practical session we will have tea and biscuits (a small contribution is 
requested). There may be group discussions on specific topics and short 
résumés on the progress of each hive.   Please make sure your bee suit is 
regularly laundered (to minimise the transfer of bee diseases). If you have 
borrowed a suit, please make sure it is returned to the rack in the storage unit. 

Apiary Work Designated Personnel 
To assist new members to identify the many volunteers who perform specific 
roles for RBKA, a set of photographs with ‘job descriptions’ will be displayed at 
the apiary and key members will wear name tags. 
Members are appointed for the following roles (another person to be appointed 
in the event of absence).    P.T.O. 

 

Health and Safety 
General: 

The safety of all members & visitors is paramount.  Be vigilant and give assistance as 
necessary.  In the event of a severe and uncontrollable reaction by a hive, immediately 
close it down, warn other people nearby, retire to safety and allow experienced 
beekeepers to deal with the situation. 

First Aid Kit Location: 

Henfold Copse - 2nd  (middle) storage unit – plus a list of qualified first aiders.  
Mickleham - Right hand wall of left-hand equipment shed. 

Fire: 
Henfold Copse: Taps by storage units – hose reels and fire blankets inside storage units. 

Mickleham: There is a fire blanket on top of the first aid kit and a hose to the car park side 
of the right-hand equipment shed. 

Lifting 
It is recommended that heavy lifting should be carried out by two people. 
Use stands to avoid bending to ground level with heavy equipment. 

Lone working  

For reasons of safety, it is recommended that members should not work alone. If this 
is unavoidable, please advise another member by phone when you arrive at the apiary 
and agree an expected time to leave the site.  Arrange to call a second time when you 
have left the site. The other member should be ready to summon assistance if the 
second call is not received. 

Child and vulnerable person protection: 

RBKA undertakes to comply with the Child Protection Guidelines published by the 
British Beekeepers’ Association, a copy of which can be viewed at Henfold Copse. 
There should be no ‘one to one’ working with children or vulnerable people.  A parent 
or guardian should always be present. If this is not possible, a minimum of two 
members will be allocated as supervisors by the Duty Officer; one member of each 
sex. 

 Duty Officer to maintain a record of children and vulnerable people present and the 
names of their allocated supervisors. 

 Any concerns in this area should, in the first instance, be raised with the Duty Officer 
who will inform the committee who will take the appropriate action. 

PPE: 

Personal protective equipment should not be the first line of protection. 
A good strain of bees and proper handling should be our first priorities. 
These are prime objectives for Reigate Beekeepers’ Association. 

Liability Insurance:  

A copy of our insurance certificate is displayed at the apiary. 
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Duty Officer 
Hive Tutor - Equipment Coordinator – Apiary Manager 

Note: Hives to be opened only in the presence of an appointed instructor 

Duty Officer: 

Ensures all visitors are appropriately dressed before entering the hive area. 
‘Pairs’ visitors with experienced beekeepers.  
Ensures one member is in charge of each hive (Hive Tutor or Team Leader). 
Maintains a record of any children or vulnerable people present and ensures they 
are correctly supervised (see below). 

Hive Tutors (and Team Leaders for advanced groups):  

Ensure members of the group wear appropriate protective clothing and that it is 
securely zipped up. 
Supervise and advise on the conduct of practical work. 
Ensure the safety of members and visitors in the vicinity of the hive. 
Responsible for maintaining the hive record. 
Ensure returned equipment is cleaned/disinfected before next use (keep used 
equipment separate from clean equipment until it has been cleaned/disinfected). 

Equipment Coordinator:  

Responsible for the provision, issue, return and maintenance of equipment for 
apiary use plus provision of smoker fuel, newspaper and lighters. 

Apiary Manager: 
       Ensures safe disposal of contents of buckets containing spent smoker fuel and  
       washing soda. 
       Maintains gas torch and hob. 
       Maintains solar wax extractor. 
Designated First Aider: 
       Maintains First Aid Kits at all apiaries. 

Ensures First Aid cover is available at all meetings. 
Each designated person is responsible for arranging a substitute if 
unavailable to attend and will inform the Duty Officer and Chairman. 

Equipment 
Hive tools: 

Please use only association tools – to prevent the spread of disease, do not 

use your own equipment unless it is genuinely reserved for use only at the 
training apiary. Please clean with washing soda after each session. 

Gloves: 

Please use the gloves provided by the association and after use, discard in 
the bin provided. If you are at risk from anaphylactic shock and require 
thicker gloves, e.g. Marigold or similar, please ensure they are reserved only for 
use at the training apiary and are cleaned in washing soda after each visit. 
Please do not bring leather gloves into the apiary as they cannot be effectively 
sterilised. 

 

. 

Smoker: 

Light the smoker away from the hives.  Do not wear a veil whilst lighting the smoker –  
veils are easily damaged by heat/flames.  After use, extinguish the smoker by sealing 
the outlet (a twist of grass works well) and laying it on its side.   Empty the spent fuel 
into a metal bucket OUTSIDE the equipment unit. Put a little water in the bucket to 
cool the cinders.  Put away the smoker when it has cooled. Please be aware of fire 
risk. There is a fire blanket in the equipment unit at Henfold Copse and at Mickleham. 

        If you are unsure about the use of a smoker please ask your hive instructor.  

Water Spray: 

 Can help keep the bees on a comb where smoke would drive them away. 
On hot days, after marking a queen, it may help to spray the bees with water to 
mask the smell of paint (and beekeeper!). Water spray may help persuade bees 
clustered on the front of a hive to move inside when wanting to shut them in before 
moving.  A fine spray is needed. Do not soak the bees. 

Washing Soda:  

A bucket of washing soda should be prepared to clean hive tools during/after use 
and before return to the store. The suggested mixture is 1lb washing soda, a good 
squirt from a bottle of Parazone (bleach) and one gallon of water. Disposal of 
washing soda after use should be at the direction of the Apiary Manager.  

Hive Equipment: 

 Each hive is allocated a storage bay and a set of spare equipment. Do not remove 
equipment from other bays unless approved by the Equipment Coordinator. 
 Please do not remove equipment from the storage unit or return it without 
reference to your Hive Tutor or Team Leader.  
Cleaning used equipment prior to storage is an essential function of bee husbandry. 
Members are expected to assist with cleaning prior to returning equipment to the 
appropriate bay in the equipment unit. 

Gas Torch: 

Always refer to the Apiary Manager before use. A safe area will be designated and 
instruction given to new users. 

Solar Wax Melter: 
Any wax removed during an inspection should be put in the melter or stored as 
directed by the Apiary Manager. To prevent the spread of disease and discourage 
vermin, never drop wax in the apiary. 

Hoses: 

       Please keep the ends off the ground and flush through if using to fill a kettle or urn. 
Security 

        Whilst Henfold Copse is open, please store the chains and padlocks by locking them 
to their respective gates. Combinations scrambled – not just one number changed. 
The last member to leave the apiary is responsible for checking that all kit is put 
away, equipment units are locked, taps are off and gates securely chained. 

 


